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Fast Algorithms for Refined Parameterized
Telescoping in Difference Fields

Carsten Schneider

Abstract Parameterized telescoping (including telescoping and creative telescop-
ing) and refined versions of it play a central role in the research area of symbolic
summation. In 1981 Karr introducedΠΣ -fields, a general class of difference fields,
that enables one to consider this problem for indefinite nested sums and products
covering as special cases, e.g., the (q–)hypergeometric case and their mixed ver-
sions. This survey article presents the available algorithms in the framework ofΠΣ -
extensions and elaborates new results concerning efficiency.

1 Introduction

This article deals with the following refined parameterizedtelescoping problem:
given f1(k), . . . , fn(k), that are represented in a field or ringF and that evaluate for
k ∈ N to elements from a fieldK; find constantsc1, . . . ,cn ∈ K (not all zero) and
g(k),ψ(k) ∈ F such that the refined parameterized telescoping equation

g(k+1)−g(k)+ψ(k) = c1 f1(k)+ · · ·+ cn fn(k) (1)

holds for allk ≥ δ (for someδ ∈ N) and such thatψ is as simple as possible. Here
ψ = 0 is considered as the simplest and most desirable case. If one succeeds in this
task, one can sum (1) overk from δ to mand obtains the relation

g(m+1)−g(δ )+
m

∑
k=δ

ψ(k) = c1

m

∑
k=δ

f1(k)+ · · ·+ cn

m

∑
k=δ

fn(k). (2)

The special casen = 1 (here we can setc1 = 1 and f (k) = f1(k)) gives refined
telescoping: givenf ∈ F, find g,ψ ∈ F such that

g(k+1)−g(k)+ψ(k) = f (k) (3)

and such thatψ is as simple as possible. If one restricts toψ = 0, we con-
sider standard telescoping. This problem has been considered heavily for rational,
(q–)hypergeometric and mixed terms; see, e.g., [5, 25, 41, 32,39, 13].
In addition, for a rational function fieldF=K(k) refined telescoping has been con-
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sidered in [6]: here the simplicity ofψ is determined by the degree of the denom-
inator polynomial. Theoretical insight and additional algorithms have been derived
in [37]; see also [46]. Extensions for hypergeometric termsare given in [10].
Another application is refined creative telescoping: taking fi(k) = F(r + i−1,k) for
a bivariate expressionF(r,k), one obtains the recurrence relation

g(m+1)−g(δ )+
m

∑
k=δ

ψ(k) = c1

m

∑
k=δ

F(r,k)+ · · ·+ cn

m

∑
k=δ

F(r +n−1,k). (4)

Specializingm, e.g., tor and collectingg(r +1)−g(δ )+∑r
k=δ ψ(k) and compen-

sating terms inh(r) yields the recurrence

h(r) = c1S(r)+ · · ·+ cnS(r +n−1) (5)

for the sumS(r) = ∑r
k=0F(r,k). Zeilberger [66, 44] observed first that creative tele-

scoping (withψ = 0) can be handled algorithmically using Gosper’s algorithm; for
a sophisticated Mathematica package we refer to [41]. Recently, new complexity
aspects were derived yielding new tactics to compute recurrence relations for hy-
pergeometric terms more efficiently [20, 19]. Similarly, creative telescoping for the
q-case and mixed case have been considered [32, 39, 13]. For the holonomic case we
refer the reader to [21, 54, 33]. Moreover, parameterized telescoping (withψ = 0)
and its application have been considered for the hypergeometric case [38, 42].

A powerful generalization of (q–)hypergeometric and mixed expressions is the
class of indefinite nested sums and products covering in addition, e.g., harmonic
sums [65, 17] and their generalized versions [35, 4, 3]. Suchexpressions can be
represented inΠΣ -fields, a general class of difference fields introduced by Karr [27,
28]. Many aspects of parameterized telescoping (extendingthe results mentioned
above) have been elaborated in this setting. Here one is faced with three problems:

1. Reformulate the indefinite nested product-sum expressions fi(k) of (1) in a suit-
ableΠΣ∗-field, i.e., in a function fieldF = K(t1) . . . (te) where the generatorsti
represent the occurring sums and products; for details see Definition 2 below.

2. Solve the underlying problem in this field or in a suitable extension of it.
3. Reformulate the result in terms of sums and products to geta result for (1).

Steps 1 and 3 have been worked out, e.g., in [61, 60]; for a recent survey on this part
dealing with telescoping and creative telescoping as introduced above, but also con-
sidering recurrence solving, we refer to [64]. In this article we are concerned with
Step 2 and present up-to-date and new algorithms that solve parameterized telescop-
ing problems efficiently. After a short summery ofΠΣ∗-field theory in Section 2,
the following algorithmic and theoretical aspects are considered.

An algorithmic framework to solve first-order parameterized equations (Section 3).
The first algorithm of parameterized telescoping in the setting of ΠΣ -fields has been
introduced in [27]. In short, given aΠΣ -field F in which the fi(k) are represented,
find all g ∈ F (ψ = 0) and constantsc j ∈ K such that (1) holds. As it turns out,
one actually has to solve a more general problem within Karr’s algorithm, namely
parameterized first-order linear difference equations (FPLDE). In Section 3 we will
present a streamlined and simplified version of Karr’s algorithm [48, 56]. Here an
important ingredient is that results of Karr [27] and Bronstein’s extension [18] of
Abramov’s denominator bounding algorithm [7] can be combined [50]. In this pre-
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sentation we do not restrict toΠΣ∗-fieldsF = G(t1) . . . (te) where the field gener-
atorsti represent indefinite nested sums and products andG = K is the constant
field. But we work in a rather general framework:G is a difference field (modeling
extra objects) that provides certain algorithmic buildingblocks. In this way, all the
algorithms in this article are applicable to indefinite nested product-sum expressions
where also unspecified sequences [30, 29] and radicals [31] like d

√
k can arise.

An improved algorithm to solve parameterized telescoping (Section 4).With this
preparation, we derive a simplified and efficient algorithm in Section 4 that solves
parameterized telescoping; see also [59, Sec. 5]. If one deals with sum extensions,
the parameterized telescoping algorithm is simplified further.

Further improvement by searching first-entry solutions (Section 5).So far, the exist-
ing algorithms aim at finding all available solutionsc j ∈K andg∈ F (ψ = 0) of (1).
However, at least one of thec j should be non-zero. We will present an optimized
algorithm that determines exactly one such solution withc1 6= 0 (if it exists); such a
solution will be also called first-entry solution. An obvious application is telescop-
ing (i.e.,n = 1 andc1 6= 0). Another important application is creative telescoping.
If there exists a recurrence (5), one can also assume that onewith c1 6= 0 exists
(if it exists forc1 = 0, one can shift backwards inr and gets a recurrence where the
coefficient ofS(r) is non-zero). Hence w.l.o.g. the improved algorithm is applicable.

An efficient algorithm for refined parameterized telescoping (Section 6).Analyzing
the derived algorithm for first-entry solutions, a slight modification solves the fol-
lowing refined parameterized telescoping problem in aΠΣ∗-fieldF=G(t1) . . . (te):
find c1, . . . ,cn ∈ K with c1 6= 0 andg∈ F, ψ ∈ G(t1) . . . (ti) such that (1) holds and
such thati is minimal; we call such a solution also reduced solution. Note that the
derived algorithm strongly simplifies the algorithm presented in [51] and leads to
a much more efficient version. In addition, the algorithm canbe combined with al-
gorithmic ideas of [57] that generalize the refined telescoping versions of [6]: A
reduced solution can be improved further by searching for aψ ∈ G(t1) . . . (ti) such
that the degrees of the numerator and denominator polynomials in ti are minimal.
The benefit of these tools will be illustrated for the specialcase of refined telescop-
ing and creative telescoping.

Exploiting structural properties (Section 7).The presented algorithms can be used
to transform anyΠΣ∗-field to a reduced version [62]. As a consequence, we obtain
a constructive version of Karr’s structural theorem, whichcan be considered as the
discrete analogue of Liouville’s Theorem [34] for indefinite integration. This in turn
allows additional speed ups to solve parameterized telescoping in such fields. Fi-
nally, in Section 8 we relate the introduced algorithms to the difference field theory
of depth-optimalΠΣ∗-extensions [53, 59].

We conclude the introduction by remarking that all the presented algorithms play
an important role in concrete problem solving like in the fields of combinatorics [12,
47], numerics [23], number theory [40, 36] or particle physics [14, 15]. In particular,
if one solves linear recurrence relations in terms of d’Alembertian solutions [43,
9, 44, 48], a subclass of Liouvillian solutions [26, 45], oneobtains highly nested
indefinite nested sums. It is then a necessary task to simplify these sums by fast
parameterized telescoping algorithms. All the presented algorithms are part of the
summation packageSigma [58, 64].
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2 A short summary of ΠΣ∗-field theory and ΠΣ∗-extensions

We start with some basic definitions and notations. All fieldsand rings are com-
putable and contain as subfield (resp. subring) the rationalnumbersQ; N denotes
the non-negative integers. For a setA (in particular for a ring and field) we de-
fine A∗ = A \ {0}. For a polynomialf = ∑d

i=0 fi t i ∈ A[t] with fi ∈ A, we define
coeff( f , i) = fi ; if fd 6= 0, deg( f ) = d. By convention, deg(0) =−1. Form∈ Z we
defineA[t]m := { f ∈ A[t] | deg( f ) ≤ m}. Moreover, we define the rational part of
A(t) asA(t)(frac) = { p

q | p,q∈ A[t],deg(p)< deg(q)}.
For a vectorf = ( f1, . . . , fn)∈An andh∈A, we definef∧h= ( f1, . . . , fn,h); and

for a functionσ : A→A, we defineσ(f) = (σ( f1), . . . ,σ( fn)). The zero-vector in
An is also denoted by0. For a linear independent set (basis){b1, . . . ,bν} of a vector
space we assume that the elements are ordered (by the given indices).

A difference ring (resp. difference field)(A,σ) is a ringA (resp. field) equipped
with an automorphismσ : A→A. The constantsare given by constσA := {c ∈
A|σ(c) = c}. Note that constσA is a subring (resp. subfield) ofA andQ is contained
in it as a subring (resp. subfield). Throughout this article we assume that constσA
alwaysforms a field also calledconstant field.

Subsequently, we will deal with difference fields (resp. rings) that are given by
iterative application of certain difference field (resp. ring) extensions. In general,
a difference field(F,σ) is a difference field (resp. ring) extensionof a difference
field (G,σ ′) if G is a subfield (resp. subring) ofF andσ( f ) = σ ′( f ) for all f ∈G.
If it is clear from the context, we do not distinguish betweenσ andσ ′ anymore.
Throughout this article we assume thatK is the constant field (of the arising differ-
ence fields) and(G,σ) is a difference field (not necessarily the constant field) where
certain algorithmic properties are available. Moreover,(A(t),σ) is a difference field
extension of(A,σ) whereA(t) is a rational function field. In particular, there is the
following chain of difference field extensions:K ≤G≤ A≤ A(t)≤ F.

τ : F→ F′ is called aσ -isomorphismbetween two difference fields(F,σ) and
(F′,σ ′) if τ is a field isomorphism andτ(σ( f )) = σ ′(τ( f )) for all f ∈ F. In par-
ticular, let (F,σ) and(F′,σ ′) be difference field extensions of(G,σ). Then aσ -
isomorphismτ : F→ F′ is a aG-isomorphismif τ(a) = a for all a∈G.

Example 1.1. (Q,σ) is a difference field withσ = idQ.
2. Take the rational function fieldQ(k) and defineσ : Q(k)→Q(k) by σ( f ) =

f (k+1) wheref (k+1) is the shifted version off (k). Thenσ is a field automor-
phism withσ |Q = idQ, i.e,(Q(k),σ) is a difference field extension of(Q,σ).

3. Let (F,σ) be a difference field and lett be transcendental overF, i.e., F(t)
is a rational function field. Takeα,β ∈ F with α 6= 0. Then there is exactly
one way how the field automorphismσ : F→ F is extended toσ : F(t)→ F(t)
such thatσ(t) = α t + β . Namely, for f = ∑i fi t i ∈ F[t] it follows that σ( f ) =

∑i σ( fi)(α t +β )i and for f ,g∈ F[t] with g 6= 0, it follows thatσ( f
g) =

σ( f )
σ(g) .

4. For instance, given the rational function fieldQ(k)(p)(h), consider the difference
field extensions(Q(k)(p),σ) of (Q(k),σ) determined byσ(p) = (k+1) p and
(Q(k)(p)(h),σ) of (Q(k)(p),σ) determined byσ(h) = h+ 1

k+1. Note thatp and

h represent the factorialk! and the harmonic numbersHk =∑k
i=1

1
i with their shift

behaviors(k+1)! = (k+1)k! andHk+1 = Hk+
1

k+1, respectively.
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In the following we deal with exactly this type of extensionswith the constraint that
during the extension the constant field remains unchanged.

Definition 1. Consider the difference field extension(F(t),σ) of (F,σ) with t tran-
scendental overF andσ(t) = α t +β whereα ∈ F∗ andβ ∈ F.

1. This extension is calledΠ -extensionif β = 0 and constσF(t) = constσF.
2. This extension is calledΣ∗-extension1 if α = 1 and constσF(t) = constσF.
3. This extension is calledΠΣ∗-extensionif it is a Π - or Σ∗-extension.

In the following we are interested in a tower of such extensions(F0,σ)< (F1,σ)<
· · · < (Fe,σ), i.e., we start with a given difference field(F0,σ) := (G,σ) and con-
struct iteratively theΠΣ∗-extension(Fi ,σ) of (Fi−1,σ) whereFi = Fi−1(ti), i.e.,ti
is transcendental overFi−1, σ is extended fromFi−1 to Fi subject the shift relation
σ(ti) =αi ti +βi (αi ∈ F∗

i−1,βi = 0 orαi = 1,βi ∈Fi−1), and constσFi = constσFi−1.
This gives the difference field(F,σ) whereF = G(t1) . . . (te) is a rational function
field and constσF= constσG. Throughout this article, it is assumed that the gener-
atorst1, . . . , te of such an extension are given explicitly.

Definition 2. A difference field extension(F,σ) of (G,σ) with F = G(t1) . . . (te)
andK := constσG is called(nested)ΠΣ∗-extension(resp.Π -/Σ∗-extension), if it
is a tower of (single)ΠΣ∗-extensions (resp.Π -/Σ∗-extensions). IfG = K, such a
difference field is calledΠΣ∗-field overK.

Summarizing, the generatorst1, . . . , te represent indefinite nested sums and products
whose shift-behaviors are modeled byσ . E.g., the difference field(Q(k)(p)(h),σ)
from Example 1.4 is aΠΣ∗-field overQ representingk! andHk. We emphasize that
the construction ofΣ∗-extensions is directly connected to telescoping.

Theorem 1. [[27, 28]] Consider the difference field extension(F(t),σ) of (F,σ)
with t being transcendental overF andσ(t) = t +β . Then this is aΣ∗-extension iff
there is no g∈ F with σ(g) = g+β .

If (F,σ) is a ΠΣ∗-field, the existence of such an elementg ∈ F with σ(g) = g+
β can be decided constructively with Karr’s telescoping algorithm [27]. However,
the algorithms are not tuned for large fields. In this articlewe aim at developing
refined telescoping algorithms in order to construct largeΠΣ∗-fields efficiently. To
demonstrate the underlying construction process, consider the following example.

Example 2.ConsiderS(k) = ∑k
i=1F(i) with F(i) = (i2+1) i! H2

i . We rephraseF(k)
in theΠΣ∗-field from Ex. 1.4: replacingk! andHk by p andh, respectively, we get
f̃ = (k2 + 1) ph2. In particular,F(k+ 1) = 1

k+1

(

k2 + 2k+ 2
)

k!(Hk(k+ 1)+ 1)2 is
given by

f = σ( f̃ ) = 1
k+1

(

k2+2k+2
)

p(h(k+1)+1)2. (6)

Using our summation algorithm (for the concrete execution steps see Example 8)
we prove that there does not exist ag ∈ Q(k)(p)(h) with σ(g) = g+ f . Conse-
quently, we can construct theΣ∗-extension(Q(k)(p)(h)(t),σ) of (Q(k)(p)(h),σ)
with σ(t) = t + f by Theorem 1. In particular, likep andh representk! and Hk,
respectively,t represents the sumS(k) with the appropriate shift-relation.

1 Karr’s Σ -extensions [27] are given by generators withσ (t) = α t +β with extra conditions onα .
For simplicity, we prefer to work withΣ ∗-extensions that are relevant in symbolic summation.
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More generally, consider an indefinite nested sum, sayS(k) = ∑k
i=1F(i) where

the summandF(n) with n ∈ N evaluates to elements of the fieldK. Now sup-
pose thatF(k) is already represented in aΠΣ∗-field (F,σ) over K with f̃ ∈ F,
i.e, f := σ( f̃ ) ∈ F representsF(k+ 1). More precisely, as worked out in [64]
one can attach a mapping such that each element fromF represents an indefinite
nested product-sum expression. Then by the telescoping algorithms given below
one can decide algorithmically if there is ag ∈ F such thatσ(g) = g+ f holds.
If yes, one can construct an indefinite nested product-sum expressionG(k) with
G(k+ 1)− G(k) = F(k+ 1). Since alsoS(k+ 1)− S(k) = F(k+ 1), it follows
that G(k) = S(k) + c for somec ∈ K. Looking at the initial valuek = 1 gives
c := G(1)−S(1) ∈ K. In other words,g+ c represents the sumS(k) in the given
field F. Otherwise, if there does not exist ag∈ F with σ(g) = g+ f , we can con-
struct theΣ∗-extension(F(t),σ) of (F,σ) with σ(t) = t + f by Theorem 1. In this
field the generatort representsS(k). Since(F(t),σ) is again aΠΣ∗-field overK,
we can repeat this process iteratively and represent expressions of indefinite nested
sums in aΠΣ∗-field; for further details see [64]. TheΠ -case can be treated simi-
larly, however further aspects have to be considered; see [55, 11, 24].

Depending on the ground field(G,σ) in Definition 2, the class of indefinite
nested sums and products can be enhanced. Besides the case constσG = G (the
usual case), the following classes have been considered so far.

Example 3.1. The free difference field(G,σ) overK: here we are given a ratio-
nal function fieldG = K(. . . ,x−1,x0,x1, . . .) with σ(c) = c for all c ∈ K, and
σ(xi) = xi+1. In this field one can model indefinite nested sums and products
over unspecified sequences; see [30, 29].

2. Theradical difference field(G,σ) overK of orderd∈N∗: starting with theΠΣ∗-
field (K(x),σ) overK with σ(x) = x+ 1 one takes the infinite field extension
K(x)(. . . ,y−1,y0,y1, . . . ) subject to the relationsyd

k = x and σ(yk) = yk+1 for
all k ∈ Z. With this field one can model indefinite nested sums and products
involving objects like d

√
k; see [31].

3 Solving parameterized first-order equations

As motivated in the introduction, we aim at solvingparameterized telescoping(PT)
equations in a difference field(A,σ). The classical version (ψ = 0) can be formu-
lated as follows. Givenf = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ An, find all c j ∈ constσA=: K andq∈ A

(note thatq takes over the role ofg used in (1)) such that

σ(q)−q= c1 f1+ · · ·+ cn fn (7)

holds. Here all proposed telescoping algorithms rely on thefact that one can
solve the more general case offirst-order parameterized linear difference equa-
tions (FPLDE) in a difference field(A,σ): Given 0 6= a = (a0,a1) ∈ A2 and
f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ An, find all ci ∈ constσA=: K andq∈ A such that

a1σ(q)+a0q= c1 f1+ · · ·+ cn fn (8)
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holds. More generally, given a subspaceW of A overK, we are interested in the
following solution sets (for FPLDE and PT):

V(a, f,W) := {(c1, . . . ,cn,q) ∈Kn×W | (8) holds},
V(f,W) :=V((−1,1), f,W) = {(c1, . . . ,cn,q) ∈Kn×W | (7) holds}.

Note thatV :=V(a, f,W) is a subspace ofKn×A overK and its dimension is less
than or equal ton+ 1: there is at most one homogeneous solution(0. . . ,0,h) and
there are at mostn linearly independent particular solutions; for a proof see[49]
which is based on [22, Theorem XII]. Note: ifV consists only of the zero vector, its
basis is the empty set by convention.

Summarizing, ifW =A, we aim at solving the following problems.

Problem FPLDE in (A,σ). Given a difference field (resp. ring)(A,σ), 0 6= a =
(a0,a1) ∈A2 andf = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈An; find a basis ofV(a, f,A).

Problem PT in (A,σ). Given a difference field (resp. ring)(A,σ) and a vector
f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ An; find a basis ofV(f,A) =V((−1,1), f,A).

3.1 A general strategy

Based on [27] the following strategy has been proposed in [48, 51, 56] to solve
Problem FPLDE for aΠΣ∗-extension(A(t),σ) of (A,σ) with σ(t) = α t +β and
K := constσA: given0 6= a = (a0,a1) ∈ A(t)2 andf ∈ A(t)n, find a basis ofV :=
V(a, f,A(t)).

A simple special case.If a0a1 = 0, a basis ofV can be obtained by solving a linear
system of equations overA(t). Thus (under the assumption that one can solve linear
systems inA(t)), it suffices to consider the casea0a1 6= 0.

Step 1: denominator bounding.Next, we suppose that we can solve the following
denominator bound problem.

Problem DenB. Given aΠΣ∗-extension(A(t),σ) of (A,σ), a∈ (A(t)∗)2, andf ∈
A(t)n. Findd ∈A[t]∗ such that for all(c1, . . . ,cn,q) ∈V we have thatqd∈ A[t].

In short,d contains all arising denominators of the solution set. Since theK-vector
spaceV has finite dimension, it follows that such ad exists. Subsequently ad with
this property is calleddenominator boundor universal denominator.
Suppose that one succeeds in computing a denominator boundd. Then the remain-
ing (and often most challenging) task is to calculate the possible numerators of the
rational solutions, i.e., we are interested in finding all solutions of theK-vector space

V ′ =V((a0
d , a1

σ(d)), f,A[t])

= {(c1, . . . ,cn, p) ∈Kn×A[t] |a1σ( p
d )+a0

p
d = c1 f1+ · · ·+ cn fn}.

(9)

Since the dimension ofV is bounded byn+1, it follows immediately that also the di-
mension ofV ′ is bounded byn+1. Moreover, if{(ei1, . . . ,ein, pi)}1≤i≤µ ⊆Kn×A[t]
is a basis ofV ′ with dimensionµ , then it is easy to see that{(ei1, . . . ,ein,

pi
d )}1≤i≤µ
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is a basis ofV. In a nutshell, givend, it remains to derive a basis ofV ′ and the con-
struction of a basis ofV can be obtained. Subsequently, we clear denominators and
obtaina′ = (a′0,a

′
1) ∈ (A[t]∗)2, f′ = ( f ′1, . . . , f ′n)∈A[t]n such thatV ′ =V(a′, f′,A[t]).

To this end, we aim at finding a basis ofP := V(a′, f′,A[t]). To accomplish this
task, the general tactic proceeds as follows.

Step 2: degree bounding.We suppose that we can solve the degree bound problem.

Problem DegB.Given aΠΣ∗-extension(A(t),σ) of (A,σ), a∈ (A[t]∗)2, andf ∈
A[t]n. Findm∈ N∪{−1} such thatV(a, f,A[t]) =V(a, f,A[t]m).

Since the dimension ofP is bounded, such anm exists; in the followingm is also
calleddegree boundof P. For the following considerations it will be crucial thatm
satisfies the following additional property:

m≥ max(deg( f ′1), . . . ,deg( f ′n))−max(deg(a′0),deg(a′1)). (10)

If m= −1, i.e.,A[t]−1 = {0}, a basis ofV(a′, f′,{0}) can be calculated by lin-
ear algebra. Otherwise, ifm ≥ 0, we are in the position to compute a basis of
V(a′, f′,A[t]m) provided that we can solve Problem FPLDE in(A,σ). Namely, if
m= 0 (A[t]m =A[t]0 =A), we are in the base case and can calculate a basis. Other-
wise, if m≥ 1, we utilize the following reduction introduced in [27].

Step 3: degree reduction.We search for all solutionsci ∈ K andq = q0 +q1t +
· · ·+qmtm for (8). Here the crucial idea is to compute a set (more precisely a basis
of a vector space) that contains all the possible choices of the leading coefficient
gm, to plug in this sub-result and to compute the remaining coefficients qi with
i < m by recursion. More precisely, let(c1, . . . ,cn,gtm+ h) ∈ P with h ∈ A[t]m−1

andg(= qm) ∈ A. Thus

a′1σ(gtm+h)+a′0(gtm+h) = c1 f ′1+ · · ·+ cn f ′n. (11)

Now definel := max(deg(a′0),deg(a′1)) and observe that the degree of the arising
terms is bounded bym+ l ; this is guaranteed by (10). Thus by coefficient compari-
son w.r.t.tm+l and usingσ(t) = α t+β we get the following constraint ong(= qm):

coeff(a′1, l)αmσ(g)+ coeff(a′0, l)g= c0coeff( f ′1, l +m)+ · · ·+ cncoeff( f ′n, l +m).
(12)

Step 3.1: a solution for the leading coefficient.Now we solve this FPLDE problem
in the ground field(A,σ), i.e., we compute a basis ofṼ =V(ã, f̃,A) with

f̃ := (coeff( f ′1,m+ l), . . . ,coeff( f ′n,m+ l)) ∈ An,

0 6= ã := (coeff(a′0, l),α
mcoeff(a′1, l)) ∈A2.

(13)

Special case: finding the homogeneous solution.If it turns out thatṼ = {0}, it
follows that there is no way to find a0 6= c ∈ Kn such that there is ag ∈ A[t]m
with (8). However, there might still exist a solution of the homogeneous version,
i.e.,a′1 σ(h)+a′0h= 0. But sinceṼ = {0}, the highest possible term (being of de-
greem) is 0 and consequently deg(h)< m. Thus by recursion we compute a basis of
V(a′,(0),A[t]m−1). If its basis is{}, i.e., there is no nonzero homogeneous solution,
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P= {0} ⊆ Kn×A[t]. Thus we return the empty basis{} for P. Otherwise, we can
extract anh∈ A[t]∗m−1 and{(0, . . . ,0,h)} ⊆Kn×A[t]m−1 is a basis ofP.

If Ṽ 6= {0}, let {(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤λ ⊆ Kn ×A be a basis withλ ≥ 1. Then
there ared1, . . . ,dλ such thatg= d1g1+ · · ·+dλ gλ andc j = d1c1 j + · · ·+dλ cλ j for
1≤ j ≤ n. In vector notation this reads as

g= dg andc= dC (14)

for d = (d1, . . . ,dλ ) ∈Kλ andC = (ci j ) ∈Kλ×n. Moving the occurringg in (11) to
the right hand side and replacingg andc by the right hand sides given in (14) yield

a′1σ(h)+a′0h= cf′−(a′1σ(gtm)+a′0gtm) = dCf′−
(

a′1σ(dgtm)+a′0dgtm)= dφ
for

φ := Cf′−
(

a′1 σ(gtm)+a′0gtm) ∈ A[t]λl+m−1. (15)

Step 3.2: the solution of the remaining coefficients by recursion. In other words,
we obtain a first-order parameterized linear difference equation, but this time the
desired solution is reduced in its degree, i.e.,h∈ A[t]m−1. In short, we need a basis
of V(a′,φ ,A[t]m−1). Now we apply the degree reduction recursively, and obtain a
basis{(d1i, . . . ,diλ ,hi)}1≤i≤µ ⊆ Kλ ×A[t]m−1 of the corresponding solution space
V(a′,φ ,A[t]m−1). In vector notation the underlying difference equations read as

a′1σ(h)+a′0h = Dφ (16)

for D = (di j ) ∈Kµ×λ andh := (h1, . . . ,hµ) ∈A[t]µm−1.

Step 3.3: merging the sub-solutions.Compute

E = (ei j ) := DC ∈Kµ×n andp = (p1, . . . , pµ) := Dgtm+h ∈ A[t]µm. (17)

Then it follows that

a′1σ(p)+a′0p
(17)
= a′1σ(h)+a′0h+D(a′1 σ(gtm)+a′0gtm)

(16)
= D(φ +a′1σ(gtm)+a′0gtm)

(15)
= DCf′

(17)
= Ef′,

i.e.,B := {(ei1, . . . ,ein, pi)}1≤i≤µ is a subset ofP=V(a′, f′,A[t]m). By further argu-
ments (see [49, Theorem 6.2]) it follows thatB is a basis ofP.

Example 4.Consider theΠΣ∗-field (Q(k),σ) overQ with σ(k) = k+1. Using the
above strategy we can calculate a basis ofV =V(a, f,Q(k)) with a= (−1,1+ k) ∈
Q[k]2 andf = (2k,0) ∈ Q[k]2 as follows. A denominator bound ofV is d = 1; here
one can use the algorithms mentioned in Remark 1. HenceV =V(a′, f′,Q[k]) with
a′ = a and f′ = f. Moreover, a degree bound ism= 1 (see again Remark 1); note
that the required property (10) holds. ThusV = V(a′, f′,Q[k]1). We are now in the
position to start the degree reduction process withm= 1 (step 3). By coefficient
comparison (see (13) withl = 1) we get that̃a = (0,1) ∈ Q2 and f̃ = (2,0) ∈ Q2.
Next, we calculate a basis ofṼ =V((0,1),(2,0),Q): By solving the corresponding
linear system we get the basis{(1/2,0,1),(0,1,0)}. Hence we extract the matrix

C =
(

1/2 0
0 1

)

andg = (1,0). Next, we computeφ = Cf′− ((k+1)σ(gk)−gk) =
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(0,0); compare (15). What remains to calculate is a basis ofV((−1,k+1),(0,0),Q).
Here we activate the degree reduction process form= 0. Taking, e.g., the basis
{(1,0,0),(0,1,0)}, we obtain the matrixD =

(

1 0
0 1

)

and the vectorh = (0,0). Fi-

nally, we get the matrixE =
(

1/2 0
0 1

)

and the vectorp = (k,0); see (17). To this end,

we derive the basis{(1/2,0,k),(0,1,0)} of V.

We remark that for the rational case(K(t),σ) with σ(t) = t + 1 (and also theq-
rational case) a direct approach is more efficient (and thus implemented inSigma):
Plugging in the ansatzq= q0+q1t+ · · ·+qmtm with qi ∈K into (11) yields a linear
system for the unknownsqi ,ci ∈K and solving it provides a basis ofV(a′, f′,K(k)).

3.2 Turning the strategy to algorithms

The reduction method above can be summarized as follows.

Proposition 1. Let (A(t),σ) be aΠΣ∗-extension of(A,σ). If one can solve linear
systems inA(t), can solve Problems DenB and DegB in(A(t),σ), and can solve
Problem FPLDE in(A,σ), then one can solve Problem FPLDE in(A(t),σ).

The following properties are needed to apply this tactic in anestedΠΣ∗-extension.

Definition 3. A ΠΣ∗-ext. (G(t1) . . . (te),σ) of (G,σ) is calledFPLDE-solvable, if
there are algorithms that solve linear systems with multivariate polynomials over
G, that solve Problems DenB and DegB in theΠΣ∗-extensions(G(t1) . . . (ti),σ) of
(G(t1) . . . (ti−1),σ) with 1≤ i ≤ e, and that solve Problem FPLDE in(G,σ).

Then by recursive application of the method above we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2.Let(F,σ) be an FPLDE-solvableΠΣ∗-extension of(G,σ). Algorithm
SolveFPLDE (usingDegreeReductionFPLDE) solves Problem FPLDE in(F,σ).

Algorithm SolveFPLDE(a, f,F)
Input: a ΠΣ ∗-extension(F,σ ) of (G,σ ) with F = G(t1) . . .(te) which is FPLDE-solvable;0 6=
a= (a0,a1) ∈ F2, f = ( f1, . . ., fn) ∈ Fn.
Output: a basis ofV(a, f,F) overK := constσG.

1. IF a0 a1 = 0, compute a basisB of V(a, f,F) by solving a linear system and RETURNB.
2. IF e= 0, compute a basisB of V(a, f,F) and RETURNB.

DenoteA :=G(t1 . . . , te−1), t := te.
3. Get a denominator boundd ∈ A[t]∗ of V(a, f,A(t)).
4. Clear denominators, i.e., geta′ ∈ (A[t]∗)2, f′ ∈A[t]2 with V(( a0

d , a1
σ(d) ), f,A[t]) =V(a′, f′,A[t]).

5. Get a degree boundm≥−1 ofV(a′, f′,A[t]) with (10).
6. GetB′ := DegreeReductionFPLDE(m,a′, f′,A(t)), say,B′ := {(ei1, . . .,ein, pi)}1≤i≤µ .
7. RETURN{(ei1, . . . ,ein,

pi
d )}1≤i≤µ .

Algorithm DegreeReductionFPLDE(m,a′ , f′,A(t))
Input: a ΠΣ ∗-extension(A(t),σ ) of (G,σ ) with σ (t) = α t +β which is FPLDE-solvable;a′ =
(a′0,a

′
1) ∈ (A[t]∗)2, f′ = ( f ′1, . . ., f ′n) ∈A[t]n; m∈ N∪{−1} such that (10) holds.

Output: a basis ofV(a′, f′,A[t]m) overK := constσG.

1. IF m=−1, compute a basisB of V(a, f′,{0}) by linear algebra and RETURNB.
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2. IF m= 0, getB := SolveFPLDE(a′, f′,A) and RETURNB.
3. Definel := max(deg(a′0),deg(a′1)), and takẽf ∈An, 0 6= ã∈ A2 as in (13).
4. GetB̃ := SolveFPLDE(ã, f̃,A), sayB̃= {(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤λ ⊆Kn×A

5. IF B̃= {} THEN executeDegreeReductionFPLDE(m−1,a′, (0),A(t))
and check if there is ah 6= 0 with a′1σ (h)+a′0(h) = 0.
IF yes, RETURN{(0, . . . ,0,h} ELSE RETURN{}.

6. TakeC := (ci j ) ∈Kλ×n andg= (g1, . . .,gλ ) ∈ Aλ , and setφ ∈ A[t]λl+m−1 as given in (15).
7. GetG := DegreeReductionFPLDE(m−1,a′,φ ,A(t)), sayG= {(d1i , . . .,diλ ,hi)}1≤i≤µ .
8. If G= {}, RETURN{}.
9. TakeD=(di j )∈Kµ×λ , h :=(h1, . . . ,hµ)∈A[t]µm−1, and define(ei j )∈Kµ×n and(p1, . . . , pµ )∈

A[t]µm as given in (17).
10. RETURN{(ei1, . . . ,ein, pi)}1≤i≤µ .

In this article we aim at refinements and improvements of the presented reduction
tactic for the special case of parameterized telescoping. Here we assume that the
givenΠΣ∗-extension(F,σ) of (G,σ) is FPLDE-solvable. To make this assumption
more concrete, we present certain classes of difference fields in which the problems
mentioned in Definition 3 can be solved by available algorithms, i.e., the telescoping
algorithms of the next sections are applicable.

As worked out by M. Karr [27] this is the case if one restricts to the case that
K := constσG=G and one requires thatK is σ -computable.

Definition 4. A field K is σ -computableif the following properties hold.

1. One can perform the usual operations, in particular linear system solving with
multivariate rational functions overK and deciding ifk∈ Z for anyk∈K,

2. one can factorize multivariate polynomials overK, and
3. for any fi ∈K∗ one can compute aZ-basis of{(n1, . . . ,nr) ∈ Zr | f n1

1 . . . f nr
r = 1}.

More precisely, ifK is σ -computable, then anyΠΣ∗-field over K is FPLDE-
solvable: Problem FPLDE inK reduces to a simple linear algebra problem (property
1). Problems DenB and DegB can be solved by exploiting all three properties. In this
regard, the following remarks are in place.

Remark 1.Originally, Karr [27] solved Problem FPLDE if(K(t1) . . . (te),σ) is a
ΠΣ∗-field over aσ -computableK. Namely, he solved Problem DegB for aΠΣ∗-
field overK; for detailed proofs and extensions see [48, 52]. In order todeal with
denominators rather complicated reduction techniques (extending the degree reduc-
tion strategy above) have been utilized. In [18] Bronstein generalized Abramov’s
algorithm [5] which solves partially Problem DenB. Finally, in [50] algorithms of
Karr [27] have been utilized to obtain a full solution. In a nutshell, this simplified
version presented above is implemented in the summation packageSigma.

Example 5.Given theΠΣ∗-field (Q(k)(p),σ) overQ from Example 1.4, we cal-
culate a basis ofV = V(f,Q(k)(p)) = V(a, f,Q(k)(p)) with a = (−1,1) and f =
(2kp,− 2

k+1)∈Q(k)(p)2. SinceQ is σ -computable, this can be accomplished by ex-
ecutingSolveFPLDE((−1,1), f,Q(k)(p)). We get the denominator boundd = 1 and
seta′ = (a′0,a

′
1) = (−1,1) andf′ = f. Moreover, we determine the degree boundm=

1, i.e.,V =V(a′, f′,Q(k)[p]1). Hence we start the degree reduction withDegreeRe-
ductionFPLDE(1,a′, f′,Q(k)(p)), and we definel := max(deg(a′0),deg(a′1)) = 0.
We calculatẽa = (−1,k+1) and f̃ = (2k,0) by (12). Next, we calculate the basis
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{(1
2,0,k),(0,1,0)} of V(ã, f̃,Q(k)) with SolveFPLDE(ã, f̃,Q(k)); for the details of

this calculation we refer to Example 4. This givesC =
(

1/2 0
0 1

)

andg= (k,0). Then

we calculateφ = (0,− 2
k+1

)

using (15).
We repeat the degree reduction to determine a basis ofV((−1,1),φ ,Q(k)[p]0) for
m= 0. There we calculate the basis{(1,0,0),(0,0,1)} of V((−1,1),φ ,Q(k)) by
executingSolveFPLDE((−1,1),φ ,Q(k)).

Finally, takeD =
(

1 0
0 0

)

andh = (0,1) and deriveE =
(

1/2 0
0 0

)

andp = (p,1) as

given in (17). This produces the basis{(1
2,0, p),(0,0,1)} of V.

Example 6.We repeat the calculation steps of Example 5, but this time with the
vectorf = (

(−k−2)p
2(k+1) ,−

1
k+1). Again a denominator bound isd = 1, and we seta′ =

(a′0,a
′
1) = (−1,1) andf′ = f. Moreover, we get the degree boundm= 1. We thus

activate the degree reduction process withl = max(deg(a′0),deg(a′1)) = 0.
For m= 1, we getã = (−1,k+1) and f̃ = ( −k−2

2(k+1) ,0) by (12). Next, we calculate

the basis{(0,1,0)} of V(ã, f̃,Q(k)) with SolveFPLDE(ã, f̃,Q(k)), and we extract the
matrix

C = (0,1) (18)

and the vectorg= (0). This yieldsφ = ( −1
k+1) using (15).

Repeating the degree reduction form= 0 we calculate forV((−1,1),φ ,Q(k)) the
basis{(0,1)} and extract the matrixD = (0) and the vectorh = (1). This finally
givesE = (0,0) andp = (1) using (17), i.e., we end up at the basis{(0,0,1)} of V.

As worked out in [30] these algorithmic ideas can be generalized if the difference
field (G,σ) satisfies the following (rather technical) properties. In this context the
following functions are used: forf ∈ A∗ andk∈ Z we define

f(k,σ) :=











f σ ( f ) . . .σ k−1( f ) if k> 0

1 if k= 0
1

σ−1( f )...σ−k( f )
if k< 0,

f{k,σ} :=











f(0,σ)+ f(1,σ)+ · · ·+ f(k−1,σ) if k> 0

0 if k= 0

−( f(−1,σ)+ · · ·+ f(k,σ)) if k< 0.

Definition 5. A difference field(G,σ) is σ -computableif the following holds.

1. There is an algorithm that factors multivariate polynomials overG and that solves
linear systems with multivariate rational functions overG.

2. (G,σ r) is torsion freefor all r ∈ Z, i.e., for allr ∈Z, for all k∈ Z∗ and allg∈G∗

the equality
(σ r (g)

g

)k
= 1 implies σ r (g)

g = 1.
3. Π -Regularity.Given f ,g∈G with f not a root of unity, there is at most onen∈Z

such thatf(n,σ) = g. There is an algorithm that finds, if possible, thisn.
4. Σ -Regularity.Givenk∈ Z\{0} and f ,g∈G with f = 1 or f not a root of unity,

there is at most onen∈ Z such thatf{n,σk} = g. There is an algorithm that finds,
if possible, thisn.

5. Orbit-Problem.There is an algorithm that solves the orbit problem: Given(G,σ)
and f1, . . . , fm ∈G∗, find a basis of the followingZ-module:

M( f1, . . . , fm;G) := {(e1, . . . ,em) ∈ Zm | ∃g∈ F∗ : f e1
1 · · · f em

m = σ(g)
g }. (19)

6. FPLDE Problem.There is an algorithm that solves Problem FPLDE in(G,σ).
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More precisely, there is the following result.

Theorem 3 ([30]).Let (G,σ) be aσ -computable difference field. Then anyΠΣ∗-
extension(F,σ) of (G,σ) is FPLDE-solvable.

In particular, for the following ground fields(G,σ) Problem FPLDE can be solved.

Example 7.1. We can take(K,σ) with constσK=K which isσ -computable2; e.g.,
K can be a rational function field over an algebraic number field; see [55].

2. We can take the free difference field(G,σ) overK as given in Example 3.1. Then
(G,σ) is σ -computable if(K,σ) is σ -computable; see [30].

3. We can take the radical difference field(G,σ) of orderd overK as given in
Example 3.2. Then(G,σ) is σ -computable if(K,σ) is σ -computable; see [31].

We remark that all the presented ideas of this section can be generalized to solve
mth-order linear difference equations using results from [43, 18, 48, 56, 8].

4 Special case: parameterized telescoping

In the following we consider Problem PT in aΠΣ∗-extension(F,σ) of (G,σ) with
F=G(t1) . . . (te) which is FPLDE-solvable. Namely, givenf = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ Fn we
aim at computing a basis ofV(f,F) = V((−1,1), f,F). Of course, one option is to
execute AlgorithmSolveFPLDE((−1,1), f,F). Subsequently, we present a refined
algorithm that is more efficient and will serve as a basis for further improvements.

If F=G, we are in the base case (there one should use, if available, an optimized
PT-solver and not a general FPLDE-solver). Otherwise, denote the top generator by
t := te and consider theΠΣ∗-extension(A(t),σ) of (A,σ) with A=G(t1) . . . (te−1)
andσ(t) = α t +β . Looking at the general strategy in Section 3.1, we first haveto
solve Problem DenB, i.e., we compute a denominator boundd ∈A[t]∗. If d 6= 1, we
reduce the problem to calculate a basis of (9) and end up at Problem FPLDE (which
is harder to solve than Problem PT). This situation is avoided partially as follows.

Consider the rational partA(t)(frac) and polynomial partA[t] asK-subspaces of
A(t). Then for the direct sumA(t) = A[t]⊕A(t)(frac) we can utilize the following
lemma; for a more general version see [57, Lemma 3.1].

Lemma 1. Let (A(t),σ) be a ΠΣ∗-extension of(A,σ), p,g1 ∈ A[t], and r,g2 ∈
A(t)(frac). Thenσ(g1+g2)−(g1+g2) = p+ r iff σ(g1)−g1= p andσ(g2)−g2 = r.

Thus we can separate the telescoping problem, i.e., finding abasis ofV =V(f,A(t))
for both the rational and polynomial part. Namely, by performing polynomial divi-
sion with remainder on each component off we getr ∈A(t)n

(frac) andp ∈A[t]n such
that

f = r +p. (20)

In general, the bases ofV(r ,A(t)(frac)) andV(p,A[t]) can be computed indepen-
dently (e.g., in parallel), and the results can be combined by system solving to derive
a basis ofV =V(f,A(t)). For later considerations, we propose the following tactic.

2 (K,σ ) is σ -computable (see Def. 5) iffK is σ -computable (see Def. 4); we refer to [27, 30].
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Step 1: Solve the rational part.Get a basis{(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤ν ⊆Kn×A(t)(frac)
of V1 = V(r ,A(t)(frac)). If ν = 0, i.e.,V1 = {0}, it follows thatV = {0}n×K, i.e.,
{(0, . . . ,0,1)} is a basis of our original solution spaceV. Otherwise, defineC =
(ci j ) ∈Kν×n andg= (g1, . . . ,gν ) ∈ A(t)ν

(frac) and proceed as follows.

Step 2: Solve a refined version of the polynomial part.Set

f′ := Cp ∈ A[t]ν . (21)

Note thatν ≤ n, i.e., the polynomial part might get simpler. Then compute abasis
{(di1, . . . ,diν ,hi)}1≤i≤µ ⊆ Kν ×A[t]m of V2 = V(f′,A[t]); note thatµ ≥ 1, since
(0, . . . ,0,1) is a solution.

Step 3: Combine the rational and polynomial part.DefineD = (di j ) ∈ Kµ×ν and
h = (h1, . . . ,hµ) ∈ A[t]µ . By Step 1,σ(g)− g = Cr , thusσ(Dg)−Dg = DCr ,
and by Step 2 we have thatσ(h)−h = Df′ = DCp. Adding the last two equations
shows thatσ(Dg+h)− (Dg+h) = DC(r +p) = DCf. Consequently define

(ei j ) := DC ∈Kµ×n and(q1, . . . ,qµ) := Dg+h ∈ A(t)µ . (22)

ThenB= {(ei1, . . . ,ein,qi)}1≤i≤µ ⊆V(f,A(t)). By further linear algebra arguments
and Lemma 1 it follows thatB forms a basis ofV =V(f,A(t)).

Details of Step 1: Solving the rational part:Find a basis ofV1 :=V(r ,A(t)(frac)).
Derive a denominator boundd ∈ A[t]∗ for V1 (see DenB). Then we have to com-
pute a basis ofV ′ := V((− 1

d ,
1

σ(d)), r ,A[t]deg(d)−1); note that the numerator de-

gree is bounded by deg(d)− 1. Hence clear denominators and geta′ ∈ A[t]2,
f′ ∈ A[t]n with V ′ = V(a′, f′,A[t]deg(d)−1). ThusDegreeReductionFPLDE(deg(d)−
1,a′, f′,A(t)) gives a basis{(ci1, . . . ,cin, pi)}1≤i≤ν ⊆ Kn×A[t] of V ′. As a conse-
quence{(ci1, . . . ,cin,

pi
d )}1≤i≤ν is a basis ofV1.

Details of Step 2: Solving the polynomial part:Find a basis ofV2 = V(f′,A[t])
with f′ = ( f ′1, . . . , f ′ν ) ∈ A[t]ν . Here Problem DegB can be read off by the following
result given in [27]; for further details and proofs see Corollaries 3 and 6 in [52].

Theorem 4.Let (A(t),σ) be aΠΣ∗-extension andf′ = ( f ′1, . . . , f ′ν ) ∈A[t]ν . Then a
degree bound of V(f′,A[t]) is

m :=

{

max1≤i≤ν deg( f ′i )+1 if σ(t)− t ∈ A

max1≤i≤ν deg( f ′i ) if σ(t)/t ∈ A.
(23)

Thus taking the correspondingm≥ 0, we can make the ansatzq= gtm+h for some
g∈A andh∈A[t]m−1, and we can activate the degree reduction strategy; see Step3
in Section 3.1. Note thatf′ ∈A[t]νm. Thus the highest possible degree inσ(gtm+h)−
(gtm+h) = c1 f ′1+ · · ·+cν f ′ν is mand doing coefficient comparison on this degree
and usingσ(t) = α t +β give the constraintαmσ(g)−g= c1coeff( f ′1,m)+ · · ·+
cν coeff( f ′ν ,m); compare (12) for the general situation. Thus we have to compute a
basis of the solution spacẽV =V((−1,αm), f̃,A) with

f̃ := (coeff( f ′1,m), . . . ,coeff( f ′ν ,m) ∈ Aν . (24)

If α = 1, this is again a PT problem. Otherwise, a FPLDE-solver (e.g., ourSolveF-
PLDE) has to be activated. Given a basis{(ci1, . . . ,ciν ,gi)}1≤i≤λ ⊆Kν ×A, we con-
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tinue to extract the remaining parth∈ A[t]m−1 by recursion. I.e., take

φ := Cf− [σ(gtm)−gtm] ∈ A[t]λm−1 (25)

and compute a basis{(d1i, . . . ,diλ ,hi)}1≤i≤µ ⊆Kλ ×A[t]m−1 of V(φ ,A[t]m−1). Fi-
nally, takeD := (di j ) ∈Kµ×λ and define

(ei j ) := DC ∈Kµ×ν and(p1, . . . , pµ) := Dgtm+(h1, . . . ,hµ) ∈ A[t]µm. (26)

Then{(ei1, . . . ,eiν , pi)}1≤i≤µ is a basis ofV(f′,A[t]m). This refined reduction can
be summarized as follows.

Algorithm SolvePTRat(f,F)
Input: aΠΣ ∗-extension(F,σ ) of (G,σ ) with F=G(t1) . . .(te) which is FPLDE-solvable;f ∈ Fn.
Output: a basis ofV(f,F) overK := constσG.

1. IF e= 0, compute a basisB of V(f,G) and RETURNB.
DenoteA :=G(t1 . . . , te−1), t := te.

2. Computer ∈ A(t)n
(frac) andp ∈ A[t]n such thatf = r +p.

3. Get a basis ofV(r ,A(t)(frac)), sayB1 = {(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤ν ; see “Details of Step 1”.
4. IF B1 = {}, RETURN{(0, . . . ,0,1)}.
5. DefineC := (ci j )∈Kν×n, g := (g1, . . .,gν )∈A(t)ν

(frac) and setf′ := ( f ′1, . . ., f ′ν) = Cp ∈A[t]ν .
6. Definem∈ N∪{−1} as given in (23).
7. GetB2 := DegreeReductionRat(m, f′,A(t)), sayB2 = {(di1, . . .,diν ,hi)}1≤i≤µ .
8. TakeD := (di j ) ∈Kµ×ν andh = (h1, . . .,hµ ) ∈ A[t]µm; and define(ei j ) ∈Kµ×n, (q1, . . . ,qµ) ∈

A(t)µ as given in (22).
9. RETURN{(ei1, . . . ,ein,qi)}1≤i≤µ .

Algorithm DegreeReductionRat(m, f′ ,A(t))
Input: m∈N∪{−1}, aΠΣ ∗-extension(A(t),σ ) of (G,σ ) with σ (t) = α t+β which is FPLDE-
solvable;f′ = ( f ′1, . . . , f ′ν) ∈ A[t]νm.
Output: a basis ofV(f′,A[t]m) overK := constσG.

1. IF m=−1, compute a basisB of V(f′,{0}) by linear algebra and RETURNB.
2. IF m= 0, RETURNSolvePTRat(f′ ,A).
3. Definef̃ ∈ Aν as in (24).

4. GetB̃ :=

{

SolvePTRat(f̃,A) if α = 1
SolveFPLDE((−1,αm), f̃,A) if α 6= 1

, sayB̃= {(ci1, . . .,ciν ,gi)}1≤i≤λ .

5. IF B̃= {}, RETURN{(0, . . . ,0,1)}. (*possible ifα 6= 1*)
6. TakeC := (ci j ) ∈Kλ×ν , g := (g1, . . .,gλ ) ∈ Aλ , and defineφ ∈A[t]λm−1 as given in (25).
7. GetG := DegreeReductionRat(m−1,φ ,A(t)), sayG= {(d1i , . . . ,diλ ,hi)}1≤i≤µ .
8. TakeD :=(di j )∈Kµ×λ andh :=(h1, . . .,hµ )∈A[t]µm−1; define(ei j )∈Kµ×ν and(p1, . . ., pµ )∈

A[t]µm as given in (26).
9. RETURN{(ei1, . . . ,eiν , pi)}1≤i≤µ .

In concrete applications one is usually given(G,σ) (e.g., as aΠΣ∗-field build by
Π -extensions) and deals withΣ∗-extensions on top where the generators (describing
sums) occur only in the numerators. This motivates the following definition.

Definition 6. (G(t1) . . . (te),σ) is calledpolynomialΣ∗-extensionof (G,σ) if for all
1≤ i ≤ e, (G(t1) . . . (ti),σ) is aΣ∗-ext. of(G,σ) with σ(ti)− ti ∈G[t1, . . . , ti−1].

In such difference fields we have the following property; fora more general version
and its corresponding proof see [61, Theorem 2.7].
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Theorem 5.Let(G(t1) . . . (te),σ) be a polynomialΣ∗-extension of(G,σ). Then for
all g ∈G(t1) . . . (te): σ(g)−g∈G[t1, . . . , te] iff g ∈G[t1, . . . , te].

Here the (easy) direction from right to left implies that(G[t1, . . . , te],σ) forms
a difference ring. The other direction implies that a solution of a telescoping
problem does not introduce sums in the denominator providedthat the summand
has no sums in the denominator. As a consequence, a denominator bound of
V(f,G(t1) . . . (ti−1)(ti)) with f ∈ G(t1) . . . (ti−1)[ti ]n is always 1. In other words,
Algorithms SolvePTRat and DegreeReductionRat can be simplified to Algorithms
SolvePTPoly and DegreeReductionPoly, respectively. In particular (since Problem
DenB and DegB can be obtained without any cost), we end up at the following

Corollary 1. Let (G(t1) . . . (te),σ) be a polynomialΣ∗-extension of(G,σ). Then
one can solve Problem PT in(G[t1, . . . , te],σ) if one can solve Problem PT in(G,σ).

Algorithm SolvePTPoly(f,G(t1) . . .(te))
Input: a polynomialΣ ∗-extension(G(t1) . . .(te),σ ) of (G,σ ) where Problem PT is solvable in
(G,σ ); f = ( f1, . . ., fn) ∈G[t1, . . . , te]n.
Output: a basis ofV(f,G(t1) . . .(te)) =V(f,G[t1, . . . , te]) overK := constσG.

1. IF e= 0, compute a basisB of V(f,G) and RETURNB.
2. Definem := max1≤i≤ndegte( fi)+1. (*Note: f ∈G[t1, . . . , te−1][te]nm andm≥ 0*)
3. GetB := DegreeReductionPoly(m, f,G(t1, . . . , te)) and RETURNB.

Algorithm DegreeReductionPoly(m, f′ ,G(t1, . . ., te))
Input: m∈ N; a polynomialΣ ∗-extension(G(t1) . . .(te),σ ) of (G,σ ) where Problem PT is solv-
able in(G,σ ); f′ = ( f ′1, . . ., f ′ν) ∈G[t1, . . ., te−1][te]νm.
Output: a basis ofV(f′,G[t1, . . ., te−1][te]m) overK := constσG
DenoteA :=G[t1 . . . , te−1], t := te.

1. IF m= 0, getB := SolvePTPoly(f′,G(t1) . . .(te−1)) and RETURNB.
2. Definef̃ ∈ Aν as in (24).
3. GetB̃ := SolvePTPoly(f̃,G(t1) . . .(te−1)), sayB̃= {(ci1, . . .,ciν ,gi)}1≤i≤λ ⊆Kν ×A.
4. LetC := (ci j ) ∈Kλ×ν , g= (g1, . . .,gλ ) ∈ Aλ , and setφ ∈ A[t]λm−1 as in (25).
5. GetG := DegreeReductionPoly(m−1,φ ,G(t1) . . .(te)), sayG= {(d1i , . . . ,diλ ,hi)}1≤i≤µ .
6. Let D = (di j ) ∈ Kµ×λ , h := (h1, . . . ,hµ ) ∈ A[t]µm−1, and define(ei j ) := DC ∈ Kµ×ν and

(p1, . . ., pµ ) := Dgtm+h ∈ A[t]µm.
7. RETURN{(ei1, . . . ,eiν , pi)}1≤i≤µ .

Example 8.Consider f given in (6) within theΠΣ∗-field (Q(k)(p)(h),σ) from
Example 2. Note that(G(h),σ) with G = Q(k)(p) is trivially a polynomialΣ∗-
extension of(G,σ). Since f ∈ G[h], we can calculate a basis ofV(( f ),G(h)) by
executingSolvePTPoly(( f ),G(h)). We obtain the degree boundm= 3 and start the
degree reduction withDegreeReductionPoly(3,φ3,G(h))) whereφ3(= f′) = ( f ).
• We determine the vector̃f3(= f̃) = (0) using (24), and take the basis̃B3 =
{(1,0),(0,1)} of V(f̃3,G). Hence we getC3 = (1,0) andg3 = (0,1). This gives

f2 = φ = ( f ,−σ(h3)+h3) = ( f ,− 3h2

k+1 − 3h
(k+1)2

− 1
(k+1)3

) using (25).

• We repeat the degree reduction form= 2. Taking the coefficients ofh2 from
the entries inf2 produces the vector̃f2 = ((1+ k)(2+ 2k+ k2)p,−(3/(1+ k)))
using (24); hereφ2 and f̃2 take over the role off′ and f̃, respectively. We calcu-
late the basisB̃2 = {(−1,0,−k(k+1)p),(0,0,1)} of V(f̃2,G) by executingSolveP-
TRat(φ2,G). This givesg2 = (−k(k+1)p,1) andC2 =

(−1 0
0 0

)

. Next, we calculate
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φ1 = (2hkp+ kp
k+1,− 2h

k+1 − 1
(k+1)2

) using (25).

• We active the degree reduction withm= 1. This time we get the leading coefficient
vector f̃1 = (2kp,− 2

k+1) using (24). We obtain the basis̃B1 = {(1
2,0, p),(0,0,1)}

of V(f̃1,G) by executingSolvePTRat(φ1,G); the calculation steps agree with those

of SolveFPLDE((−1,1),φ1,G) as given in Example 5. This givesC1 =
(

1
2 0
0 0

)

and

g1 = (p,1). Finally, using (25) we calculate

φ0 = (
(−k−2)p
2(k+1)

,− 1
k+1

). (27)

• A basis ofV(φ0,G) is {(0,0,1)}; for the calculation steps see Example 6.
To this end, we combine the solutions. We getD0 = (0,0) and h0 = (1). This
yields E1 = C0D0 = (0,0) and p1 = (1), i.e., we get the basis{(0,0,1)} of
V(φ1,G[h]1). Similarly, we get the basis{(0,0,1)} of V(φ2,G[h]2) and the basis
(0,1) of V(φ3,G[h]3) =V(( f ),G(h)).

5 Parameterized first-entry telescoping solutions

The developed algorithms can be optimized further for first-entry solutions.

Definition 7. Let (A,σ) be a difference ring withK := constσA. Let W be aK-
subspace ofA and letf ∈ An. An element(c1, . . . ,cn,g) ∈ V(f,W) is calledfirst-
entry solutionif c1 6= 0. A first-entry solution setof V(f,W) is the empty set if there
does not exist a first-entry solution ofV(f,W). Otherwise, the first-entry solution set
consists of exactly one such first entry solution element.

Trivially, a first-entry solution set can be determined by computing a basis of
V(f,G(t1) . . . (te)) and taking –if possible– a vector where the first entry is non-zero.
Note that exactly such a solution is needed if one solves the telescoping problem
or if one hunts for a creative telescoping solution (see the introduction). For the
following considerations the basis representation is refined as follows.

Definition 8. Let K be a field being a subring ofA. A matrix (ci j ) ∈ Kλ×n is first-
row reducedif for the first column(c11, . . . ,cλ 1) we have thatc21 = · · · = c2λ =
0, i.e., only the first entry may be non-zero. Moreover, a linearly independent set
{(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤λ ⊆ Kn ×A overK is first-entry reducedif (ci j ) ∈ Kλ×n is
first-row reduced.

Example 9.The matricesC3 = (1,0), C2 =
(−1 0

0 0

)

,andC3 = (1,0) from Example 8
are first-row reduced, i.e., in the first column only the first entry is non-zero.

Subsequently, we simplify the already derived reduction technique for Prob-
lem PT (resp. AlgorithmSolvePTRat) as much as possible such that exactly a
first-entry solution set is produced. More precisely, suppose we are given aΠΣ∗-
extension(G(t1) . . . (te),σ) of (G,σ) being FPLDE-solvable; letf = ( f1, . . . , fn).
If f1 = 0,{(1,0, . . . ,0)} is a first-entry solution. Moreover, ife= 0, we calculate by
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assumption a basis ofV =V(f,G) and extract a first-entry solution set (ideally, one
should use here improved algorithms to determine a first-entry solution set).

Now let A := G(t1, . . . , te−1) and t := te with σ(t) = α t + β . We proceed as
in Section 4. Writef in the form (20) with r ∈ A(t)n

(frac) and p ∈ A[t]n. Con-
sider the solution spaceV1 = V(r ,A(t)(frac)) of the rational part. IfV1 = {0}, then
there is no way to get a first-entry solution forV, and{} is the first-entry solu-
tion set. Otherwise, letB1 = {(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤ν ⊆ Kn ×A(t)(frac) be a first-
entry reduced basis ofV1, take the first-row reduced matrixC := (ci j ) ∈ Kν×n

and definef′ ∈ A[t]ν as in (21). Finally, take a first-entry reduced basisB2 =
{(di1, . . . ,diν ,hi)}1≤i≤µ ⊆ Kν ×A[t]m of V2 = V(f′,A[t]). Hence we get the first-
row reduced matrixD = (di j ) ∈Kµ×ν and define the matrix

E = (ei j ) := DC ∈Kµ×n (28)

andqi ∈A(t) as in (22). In particular, we obtain a basisB= {(ei1, . . . ,ein,qi)}1≤i≤µ
of V. Moreover, sinceC and D are first-row reduced,E is first-row reduced. In
particular, the first entry of the first column ofE is non-zero if and only if the first
entry of the first column for both,C andD, are non-zero. In other words,B contains
a first entry solution if and only ifB1 andB2 have a first entry solution. With this
knowledge, the reduction can be simplified as follows. If thefirst column ofC is
the zero-vector, a first-entry solution ofV does not exist. Hence{} is the first-entry
solution set. Otherwise,B has a first-entry solution if and only ifB2 has a first-
entry solution. In particular, if we are given a first-entry solution of V2, then we
obtain immediately a first-entry solution ofV. The corresponding modifications of
Algorithm SolvePTRat are summarized in AlgorithmFirstEntryPT.

In particular, we do not have to compute a full bases ofV2 = V(f′,A[t]), but
we only need a first-entry solution set ofV2. Here the following refinements are
in place. If f ′1 = 0, then{(1,0, . . . ,0)} is a first-entry solution set. Otherwise, let
m be the degree bound ofV2 as given in (23). Note thatm= −1 is only possible
if σ(t) = α t and f′ = 0. But this case is already covered withf ′1 = 0. Thus we
may assume thatm≥ 0. Then the coefficient of the highest possible termtm of
the polynomial solutions is contained in the solution spaceṼ = V((−1,αm), f̃,A)
with (24). If Ṽ = {0}, it follows that there is no first-entry solution ofV2 and{}
is the first-entry solution set. Otherwise, let{(ci1, . . . ,ciν ,gi)}1≤i≤λ ⊆ Kν ×A be a
first-entry reduced basis of̃V, and takeC := (ci j ) ∈ Kλ×ν andg := (g1, . . . ,gλ ) ∈
Aλ . Finally, define (25) and take a basis{(d1i, . . . ,diλ ,hi)}1≤i≤µ ⊆Kλ ×A[t]m−1 of
W = V(φ ,A[t]m−1). TakeD := (di j ) ∈ Kµ×λ and defineE = (ei j ) := DC ∈ Kµ×ν

and pi ∈ A[t]m as in (26). ThenB2 = {(ei1, . . . ,eiν , pi)}1≤i≤µ is a basis ofV2. As
above we can conclude thatV2 has a first-entry solution if and only ifW has a first-
entry solution. In particular, given an explicit first-entry solution ofW and a basis
of Ṽ (which contains a first-entry solution), one can construct afirst-entry solution
of V2. In summary, it suffices to calculate a first-entry solution set ofW (instead of
calculating a full basis ofW).

Example 10.In Example 8 we calculated a full basis ofV(( f ),Q(k)(p)(h)) where
f is given in (6). Now we calculate only a first-entry solution set. In the beginning,
the calculations are the same as in Example 8. Since the matricesCi i = 3,2,1
given in Example 8 are first-entry reduced and the corresponding basesB̃i contain
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a first-entry solution, nothing changes in these steps. Finally, we enter the problem
to compute a first-entry solution forV0 = V(φ0,G) with (27). Hence we continue
the reduction as given in Example 6 withf := φ0. When we enter here the degree
reduction we calculate the first-row reduced matrix (18). Exactly here our proposed
method delivers a shortcut. Since there is no first-entry solution,V0 and thus alsoV
has no first entry solution. Thus we return the first entry solution set{}.

In the previous example just a small part of the reduction could be avoided. How-
ever, if one has more field generators (e.g.,e= 100), big parts of the full reduction
process can be skipped. The refined reduction can be summarized as follows.

Algorithm FirstEntryPT(f ,F)
Input: a ΠΣ ∗-extension(F,σ ) of (G,σ ) with F = G(t1) . . .(te) and K := constσG which is
FPLDE-solvable;f ∈ Fn.
Output: a first-entry solution set ofV(f,F).

1. IF f1 = 0, RETURN{(1,0, . . . ,0)}. (*shortcut*)
2. IF e= 0, compute a first-entry solution setB of V(f,G) and RETURNB.

DenoteA :=G(t1 . . . , te−1), t := te.
3. Computer ∈ A(t)n

(frac) andp ∈ A[t]n such thatf = r +p.
4. Get a first-entry reduced basis ofV(r ,A(t)(frac)), sayB1 = {(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤ν .
5. IF B1 = {} ORc11 = · · ·= cν1 = 0, RETURN{}. (*shortcut*)
6. TakeC := (ci j ) ∈Kν×n, g := (g1, . . . ,gν) ∈ A(t)ν

(frac), and letf′ := ( f ′1, . . ., f ′ν) = Cp ∈A[t]ν .
7. Definem∈ N∪{−1} as given in (23).
8. GetB2 := DegreeReductionFirstEntry(m, f′,A(t)). IF B2 = {}, RETURN{}.
9. Otherwise, letB2 = {(d11, . . . ,d1ν ,h1)} ⊆ Kν ×A[t]m and takeD := (d11, . . . ,d1ν) ∈ K1×ν ,

h := (h1) ∈ A[t]1m. Define(e11, . . .,e1n) := DC ∈K1×n and(q1) := Dg+h ∈ A(t)1.
10. RETURN{(e11, . . .,e1n,q1)}.

Algorithm DegreeReductionFirstEntry(m, f′ ,A(t))
Input: m∈N∪{−1}, aΠΣ ∗-extension(A(t),σ ) of (G,σ ) with σ (t) = α t+β which is FPLDE-
solvable;f′ = ( f ′1, . . . , f ′ν) ∈ A[t]νm.
Output: a first-entry solution ofV(f′,A[t]m) overK := constσG.

1. IF f ′1 = 0, RETURN{(1,0, . . . ,0)}. (*shortcut - note: this covers also the casem=−1*)
2. IF m= 0, RETURNFirstEntryPT(f′ ,A).
3. Definef̃ ∈ Aν as in (24).

4. GetB̃ :=

{

SolvePTRat(f̃,A) if α = 1
SolveFPLDE((−1,αm), f̃,A) if α 6= 1.

, sayB̃= {(ci1, . . . ,ciν ,gi)}1≤i≤λ .

IF the bases is not first-entry reduced, reduce it.
5. IF B̃= {} OR c11 = · · ·= cλ1 = 0, RETURN{}. (*shortcut*)
6. TakeC := (ci j ) ∈Kλ×ν , g := (g1, . . . ,gλ ) ∈Aλ , and letφ ∈ A[t]λm−1 as in (25).
7. GetG := DegreeReductionFirstEntry(m−1,φ ,A(t)). IF G= {}, RETURN{}.
8. Otherwise, letG= {(d11, . . .,d1λ ,h1)} ⊆Kλ ×A[t]m−1. TakeD :=(d11, . . . ,d1λ )∈K1×λ , h :=

(h1) ∈ A[t]1m−1 and define(e11, . . .,e1ν ) := DC ∈K1×ν and(p1) := Dgtm+h ∈ A[t]1m.
9. RETURN{(e11, . . .,e1ν , p1)}.

Remark 2.In Algorithm DegreeReductionFirstEntry we executeSolvePTRat(f̃,A) in
Line 4 if α = 1. If the found basis does not contain a first-entry solution,the al-
gorithm stops. Thus one can modifySolvePTRat(f̃,A) such that it stops as soon as
possible when it is clear that a first-entry solution does notexist. More precisely,
the modified version is similar toFirstEntryPT andDegreeReductionFirstEntry with
the difference that a full basis is returned whenever it contains a first-entry solution.
Moreover, ifα 6= 1, the algorithmsSolveFPLDE andDegreeReductionFPLDE can and
should be modified by similar refinements.
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The following observations and properties will be crucial for the next section.
Let fe ∈ G(t1) . . . (te)ne with e ≥ 1 and consider the reduction process as car-
ried out in FirstEntryPT(fe,G(t1) . . . (te)). Then in Line 1 it might find a solution.
Moreover, in Line 5 it might return{}. Otherwise it callsDegreeReductionFirstEn-
try(m, f′,G(t1) . . . (te)) for somem∈ N∪{−1}. If f ′1 = 0 (in particular ifm= −1),
we find again a solution in Line 1. Ifm≥ 1, we might return{} in Line 5. Otherwise
we applyDegreeReductionFirstEntry(m−1,φ ,G(t1) . . . (te)). In a nutshell, we run in
certain shortcuts (returning{} or {(1,0, . . . ,0)}) or we callDegreeReductionFirstEn-
try m-times, until we enter in the casem= 0 and executeFirstEntryPT(fe−1,A) in
Line 2 for somefe−1 ∈ Ane−1 = G(t1) . . . (te−1)

ne−1. If one enters in these shortcuts
for a particular given reduction,fe is called base-vector (of the given reduction). Oth-
erwise, the resulting vectorfe−1 is a reduction-vector offe and we writefe → fe−1.

Example 11.Definef2 = ( f ) with f given in (6) andf1 = φ0 given in (27). Thenf1
is a reduction vector off2 (in shortf2 → f1). In particular,f1 is a base vector.

Note that such a vectorfe−1 is not uniquely determined. Depending on the choice
of used basis representations (i.e.,B1, B̃ during the reduction), different reduction
vectors arise, in particular shortcuts might or might not apply; see Lemma 3.
As worked out above, if there is a reduction vectorfe−1 of fe, the following holds:
V(fe,A(te)) has a first-entry solution if and only ifV(fe−1,A) has a first-entry solu-
tion. Applying this observation iteratively, we end up at the the following lemma3.

Lemma 2. Let(G(t1) . . . (te),σ) be aΠΣ∗-extension of(G,σ); let f i ∈G(t1) . . . (ti)ni

with s≤ i ≤ e be a chain of reduction vectors, i.e.,

fe → fe−1 → ··· → fs. (29)

Then V(fe,G(t1) . . . (te)) has a first-entry solution iff V(fs,G(t1) . . . (ts)) has one.

Lemma 3. Let (G(t1) . . . (te),σ) be aΠΣ∗-ext. of(G,σ). Consider a chain of re-
duction vectors(29) with f i ∈ G(t1) . . . (ti)ni for s≤ i ≤ e wherefs is a base vec-
tor. Moreover take another chain of reduction vectorsf̄e → f̄e−1 → ··· → f̄ s̄ with
f̄ i ∈G(t1) . . . (ti)n̄i for s̄≤ i ≤ e wherēf s̄ is a base vector. Suppose thatfe = f̄e.

1. For all j with e≥ j ≥ max(s, s̄) we have that nj = n̄ j and f̄ j = T j f j for first-row
reduced invertible matricesT j ∈Kn j×n j .

2. Moreover, if V(fe,G(t1) . . . (te)) has no first-entry solution, then s= s̄.

Proof. (1) For j = e the statement clearly holds. Now suppose that forj with
e≥ j > max(s, s̄) we haven j = n̄ j and that there is a first-row reduced invertible
matrix T j ∈ Kn j×n j such that̄f j = T j f j . Following the reduction withn := n j as
given inFirstEntryPT we calculater , r̄ ∈A(t)n

(frac) andp, p̄ ∈A[t]n s.t.f j = r +p and

f̄ j = r̄ + p̄. Note thatr̄ = T j r and p̄ = T j p. Now let B1 = {(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤ν
be the derived basis ofV(r ,A(t)(frac)) and takeC ∈ Kν×n and f′ ∈ A[t]ν as given

3 To execute the steps above one needs the property that(G,σ ) is FPLDE-solvable. However, in
the following we are only interested in the the exploration of the possible reduction processes with
the corresponding reduction vectors without the need to calculate them explicitly. We therefore
drop the FPLDE-solvability in the statements below.
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in Line 6. Similarly, let B̄1 be the derived basis ofV(r̄ ,A(t)(frac)) and take the

correspondingC̄ ∈ Kν̄×n and f̄′ ∈ A[t]ν̄ . Note that(c1, . . . ,cn,g) ∈ V(r ,A(t)) iff
((c1, . . . ,cn)T j

−1)∧g∈V(r̄ ,A(t)). From this one can conclude that the dimension
of B1 equals the dimension of̄B1, i.e.,ν = ν̄. By σ(ḡ)− ḡ= C̄ r̄ = C̄T j r and us-
ing the fact thatB1 is a basis ofV(r ,A(t)), it follows thatC̄T j = TC andḡ= Tg
for someT ∈ Kν×ν . ThereforeT is a basis transformation fromB1 to B2 and is
invertible. Moreover, sinceC, C̄ andT j are first-row reduced (by construction and
assumption),T is first-row reduced. Finally,̄f′ = C̄ p̄ = C̄T j p = TCp = Tf ′. In
summary,f′ and f̄′ differ by a first-row reduced invertible matrix. Now enter inthe
degree reduction as given inDegreeReductionFirstEntry. Note that the degree bound
m is in both cases the same (see Theorem 4). Completely analogously it follows
that one obtains for the correspondingf′ and f̄′ the vectorsφ andφ̄ which have the
same length and which are the same up to the multiplication ofa first-row reduced
invertible matrix. Hence afterm degree reductions steps one gets the reduction vec-
torsf j−1, f̄ j−1 of f j , f̄ j , respectively: both have the lengthn j−1 and differ only by the
multiplication of a first-entry reduced invertible matrixT j−1. This proves part (1).
(2) Now suppose thatV(fe,G(t1) . . . (te)) has no first-entry solution. Then we show
that a f i has a reduction vector in any reduction ifff̄ i has a reduction vector in
any reduction. This shows thats= s̄. Namely, by Lemma 2 it follows that for all
s≤ i ≤ e,V(f i ,G(t1) . . . (ti)) has no first-entry solution, and similarly for all ¯s≤ i ≤ e,
V(f̄ i ,G(t1) . . . (ti)) has no first-entry solution. Thus we never enter in the shortcuts of
Line 1 in Alg. FirstEntryPT and of Line 1 in Alg.DegreeReductionFirstEntry. More-
over by part (1), we exit in Line 5 ofFirstEntryPT with the input vectorf i iff we exist
with the input vector̄f i . Furthermore, using the fact that also the input vectors of
DegreeReductionFirstEntry are the same up to first-entry reduced invertible matrices,
it follows that the exit in Line 5 within the degree reductionoccurs iff it happens for
both vectors. Hence for both chains to a base vector the length is the same. ⊓⊔
As a consequence, the length of the chain of reduction vectors is the same if there is
no first-entry solution. However, different choices of basis representations in Line 4
of FirstEntryPT and Line 4 ofDegreeReductionFirstEntry might deliver more compact
reduction vectors (e.g., more zero-entries or less monomials in an entry) which in
turn speeds up the underlying rational function arithmetic. In addition, if there is
a first-entry solution the shortcuts in Line 1 of Alg.FirstEntryPT and in Line 1 of
Alg. DegreeReductionFirstEntry might occur differently.

In Section 6 the presented reduction algorithm will be slightly modified to find
sum representations where the summand is expressed in the smallest possible sub-
field. In order to prove the correctness of this refined telescoping algorithm (see
Theorem 6) we need the following technical properties.

Lemma 4. Let(G(t1) . . . (te),σ) be aΠΣ∗-ext. of(G,σ) andf i ∈G(t1) . . . (ti)ni with
s≤ i ≤ e such that(29) wherefs is a base-vector. If there is no first-entry solution
of V(fe,G(t1) . . . (te)), the first entry offs is fromG(t1) . . . (ts)\G(t1) . . . (ts−1).

Proof. Suppose thatfs is the base vector withs≥ 1 and suppose that there is no
first-entry solution ofV(fe,G(t1) . . . (te)). By Lemma 2 it follows that there is no
first-entry solution ofV(fs,G(t1) . . . (ts)). Moreover, suppose that the first entrya
of fs is fromG(t1) . . . (ts−1). With these properties we will show that there is a par-
ticular choice of basis representations such thatfs has a reduction vector. Since
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by Lemma 3 the chain of reduction vectors to a basis vector hasalways the same
length, there cannot be a reduction process such thatfs is a basis vector, a contradic-
tion. We start the reduction following AlgorithmFirstEntryPT(fs,G(t1) . . . (ts)), i.e.,
fs = f = ( f1, . . . , fn). Note thatf1 = a= 0 would return a first-entry solution, which
is not possible. Moreover, we are not in the ground field, since s≥ 1. Therefore,
takef = r +p with r ∈G(t1) . . . (ts)

n
(frac) andp ∈G(t1) . . . (ts−1)[ts]n. Sincef1 = a is

free ofts, the first entry ofr is 0 and the first entry ofp is a. Hence we can choose
the basisB1 with the vector(1,0, . . . ,0) and thus in Line 6 we can takeC where the
first row is(1,0, . . . ,0) and we can takeg where the first entry is 0. Thus we obtain
f′ = Cp where the first entry isf ′1 := a. Now we proceed the reduction process as
given in DegreeReductionFirstEntry(f′ ,G(t1) . . . (ts)). Since f ′1 = a 6= 0 (see above),
Line 1 is not considered. Moreover, ifm= 0, we obtain a reduction vectorf′ of fs,
a contradiction. Thusm≥ 1 and we enter Lines 3 and 4 of AlgorithmDegreeReduc-
tionFirstEntry. Since coeff( f ′1,m) = coeff(a,m) = 0, we can takẽB with the element
(−1,0, . . . ,0). SinceB̃ is non-empty, we carry out Line 3 and obtainφ where the first
entry isa. Thus we enterDegreeReductionFirstEntry(m−1,φ ,G(t1) . . . (ts). Hence the
degree reduction is applied iteratively tom= 0; a contradiction (see above). ⊓⊔
Lemma 5. Let (A(t),σ) be aΠΣ∗-extension of(G,σ) with f ∈ A(t)n and h∈ A.

1. If ψ ∈ Aµ is a reduction-vector off, ψ ∧h is a reduction-vector off∧h.
2. If V(f ∧h,A(t)) has a first-entry solution and V(f,A(t)) has no first-entry solu-

tion, then there is a reduction-vectorψ ∈ Aµ of f.

Proof. (1) Let ψ ∈ Au be a reduction-vector off ∈ A[t]n and suppose thath ∈ A.
Consider this reduction process which leads toψ . First, write f = r + p where
the entries ofr are fromA(t)(frac) and the entries ofp are fromA[t]. Let B1 =
{(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤ν be the basis ofV(r ,A(t)(frac)) which will lead us to the
reduction-vectorψ . In particular, letf′ ∈A[t]ν as defined in (21) using the basisB1.
From there we activate the degree reduction to reach the reduction vectorψ . Now
considerf∧h and perform the following reduction. We getf∧h= (r ∧0)+(p∧h).
Thus we can choose the basisB′

1 = {(ci1, . . . ,cin,0,gi)}1≤i≤ν ∪{(0, . . . ,0,1,0)}, and
using this particular basis we obtain the vectorf′∧h to activate the degree reduction.
Observe that for both casesf′ and f′ ∧h the degree boundm≥ 0 is the same (see
Theorem 4). Next, let̃f be the coefficient vector off′ w.r.t. the termtm as defined
in (24). Thenf̃ ∧ 0 is the corresponding coefficient vector off′ ∧h. Moreover, let
B̃ = {(ci1, . . . ,ciν ,gi)}1≤i≤λ be the basis ofV(f̃,A) whose choice will bring us to
the reduction-vectorψ . More precisely, we get the vectorφ as defined in (25) and
continue to compute a basis ofV(φ ,A[t]m−1). Similarly, we can choose the basis
B̃′ := {(ci1, . . . ,ciν ,0,gi)}1≤i≤λ ∪{0, . . . ,0,−1,0} for V(f̃ ∧0,A), obtainφ ∧h and
continue to compute a basis ofV(φ ∧h,A[t]m−1). Applying this argument iteratively,
we get the reduction-vectorψ ∧h of f ∧h when applied toV(f∧h,A(t)).
(2) Now suppose thatV(f ∧h,A(t)) has a first-entry solution, butV(f ∧h,A(t)) has
not. Note that we do not exit in Line 1 ofFirstEntryPT, otherwise alsoV(f,A(t)) has
a first-entry solution. Sinceh is free oft, we can choose the basisB′

1 as in part (1).
Note that we cannot exit in Line 5 by assumption of the existence of a first entry so-
lution. Similarly, we cannot exist in Line 1 in Alg.DegreeReductionFirstEntry. Thus
we enter the degree reduction process with a degree boundm≥ 0 and a certain vec-
tor f′∧h. Now activate the reduction for the vectorf. We therefore can take the basis
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B1 as in part (1), get the same degree boundm (see Theorem 4), and start the degree
reduction process withf′. Again we cannot exist in Line 1 in Alg.DegreeReduc-
tionFirstEntry (otherwise it would apply for the reduction vectorf′∧h). Thus in both
cases we carry out the degree reduction. In particular, choosing the basis accordingly
as in part (1), we can perform the degree reduction fromm to m−1 simultaneously.
Applying this argument iteratively, shows that the degree reductions off′∧h andf′

can be brought to reduction vectorsψ ∧h andψ , respectively. ⊓⊔

Applying Lemma 5.1 iteratively gives the following

Corollary 2. Let (G(t1) . . . (te),σ) be aΠΣ∗-ext. of(G,σ) and f i ∈ G(t1) . . . (ti)ni

with ni ≥ 1, and h∈G(t1) . . . (ts). If (29) is a chain of reduction vectors then also

fe∧h→ fe−1∧h→ ··· → fs∧h. (30)

6 Refined parameterized telescoping: reduced solutions

Finally, we turn to refined parameterized telescoping. A solution of (1) in the setting
of difference rings (resp. fields) is called special solution.

Definition 9. Let (A,σ) be a difference ring withK := constσA and takef =
( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ An. (ψ ,(c1, . . . ,cn,g)) is called aspecial(f,A)-solutionif ψ ∈ A and
(c1, . . . ,cn,g) ∈Kn×A with c1 6= 0 such thatσ(g)−g+ψ = c1 f1+ · · ·+ cn fn.

Remark 3.A first-entry solution(c1, . . . ,cn,g) of V(f,A) delivers a(f,A)-special
solution(0,(c1, . . . ,cn,g)).

More precisely, we look for a special solution(ψ ,(c1, . . . ,cn,g)) which is reduced.

Definition 10. Let (F,σ) be aΠΣ∗-extension of(G,σ) with F= G(t1) . . . (te) and
K := constσG; let f ∈ Fn. A special(f,F)-solution(ψ ,(c1, . . . ,cn,g)) is calledre-
ducedoverG if one of the following holds:

1. ψ = 0.
2. ψ ∈G \ {0} and there is no(f,F)-special solution(0,(κ1, . . . ,κn,γ)).
3. ψ ∈G(t1) . . . (ti)\G(t1 . . . , ti−1) for some 1≤ i ≤ e and there is no(f,F)-special

solution(φ ,(κ1, . . . ,κn,γ)) with φ ∈G(t1) . . . (ti−1).

In other words, we are interested in a special solution(ψ ,(c1, . . . ,cn,g)) whereψ is
0 or ψ 6= 0 lives in the smallest possible field, i.e.,ψ ∈G(t1) . . . (ti) with minimal i.

Note that this problem contains refined telescoping (compare (3)): given(F,σ)
and f ∈ F, find g,ψ ∈ F with

σ(g)−g+ψ = f (31)

such thatψ = 0 orψ 6= 0 is taken from the smallest possible extension field ofG.

Example 12.Consider theΠΣ∗-field (Q(k)(p)(h),σ) as given in Example 1.4 and

take f as given in (6). Then(ψ ,(−1/2,g)) with ψ = − (k+2)p
2(k+1) andg= − 1

2h2k(k+
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1)p+hp is a reduced solution, i.e, we have that (31) whereψ is from the smallest
possible sub-field. Reinterpreting this solution in terms of k! andHk yields a solution
of (3) with f (k) = H2

k

(

k2+1
)

k!. and summing (3) overk produces
m

∑
k=1

(k2+1)k! H2
k =

m

∑
k=1

(k+1)!
k2 +m(m+1)! H2

m−2m! Hm. (32)

Similarly, this enables one to refine creative telescoping [40, 23, 36].

Example 13.We aim at calculating a recurrence for the sumS(r) = ∑2r
k=0 f (r,k)

with the summandf (r,k) = (−1)k
(2r

k

)3
Hk. Note thatPr(k) = (−1)k

(2r
k

)3
has the

shift-behaviorPr(k+ 1) = − (2r−k)3

(k+1)3
Pr(k) and Pr+i(k) = ∏2i

j=1
(2r+ j)3

(2r−k+ j)3
Pr(k). To

accomplish this task, take the rational function fieldQ(r), i.e., r is considered
as a variable, and construct theΠΣ∗-field (Q(r)(k)(p)(h),σ) over Q(r) with

σ(k) = k+ 1, σ(p) = − (2r−k)3

(k+1)3
p and σ(h) = h+ 1

k+1. Thus p and h represent

Pr(k) andh, respectively. In particular,f (r + i,k) with i ∈ N can be rephrased with

fi =
(

∏2i
j=1

(2r+ j)3

(2r−k+ j)3

)

ph∈Q(r)(k)(p)(h).

First, we activate the classical creative telescoping approach with the function call
FirstEntryPT(( f0, f1, . . . , fn),Q(r)(k)(p)(h)) for n= 0,1,2, . . . Eventually we find a
first-entry solution forn= 2 which produces a summand recurrence of order two of
the form (1) withψ = 0. Summing this equation overk provides a recurrence of the
form (5) with ψ = 0 whose coefficientsc0,c1,c2 are rather large.
Second, we executeReducedPT(( f0, f1, . . . , fn),Q(r)(k)(p)(h)) given below for
n = 0,1,2, ... Here we obtain withn = 1 a reduced solution overQ(r), namely

(−108r3−171r2−86r−13
2(r+1)(2r+1) p,(3(3r + 1)(3r + 2),(r + 1)2,g)) with g = p(a+ bh) where

a,b∈Q(r)(k) are large rational functions. Rephrasing this equation in terms of the
summation objects gives the summand recurrence (1). Finally, summing this equa-
tion overk produces the recurrence

(r +1)2S(r +1)+3(3r +1)(3r +2)S(r)= −108r3−171r2−86r−13
2(r+1)(2r+1)

2r

∑
k=0

(−1)k(2r
k

)3
;

note that by further simplification (e.g., using symbolic summation tools) one gets

that∑2r
k=0(−1)k

(2r
k

)3
= (−1)r (3r)!

(r!)3
. Finally, solving this recurrence yields/proves

r

∑
k=0

(−1)k
(

r
k

)3

Hk =
(

Hr +2H2r −H3r

)(−1)r(3r)!
2(r!)3 .

In order to solve this problem, we modify AlgorithmFirstEntryPT as follows.
Instead of returning a first-entry solution set, we return always a special solution: If
we obtain a first-entry solution, it is returned without any changes; see Remark 3. If
this is not possible, i.e., we obtain the base vector( f1, . . . , fn) ∈A(t1) . . . (te)n in our
reduction, we do not return{}, but we return the special solution( f1,(1,0, . . . ,0))
which trivially holds:σ(0)−0+ f1 = 1 f1+0 f2+ · · ·+0 fn.

Example 14.We apply this tactic for Example 12. More precisely, we refinethe
reduction described in Example 10. Namely, when we reach thebase vector (27),
we do not return the first-entry solution set{}, but we return the special solution

(ψ ,(1,0,0)) of V(φ0,Q(k)(p)) with ψ =
(−k−2)p
2(k+1) . Now we combine this solution
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with the sub-solutions calculated during the reduction. This yields the special solu-
tions(ψ ,(1

2,0,hp)), (ψ ,{(− 1
2,0,− 1

2h2k(k+1)p+hp)} and(ψ ,{(− 1
2,− 1

2h2k(k+
1)p+ hp)} of V(φ1,Q(k)(p)[h]1), V(φ2,Q(k)(p)[h]2) and V(φ3,Q(k)(p)[h]3) =
V(( f ),Q(k)(p)(h), respectively. By Theorem 6 this solution is reduced overQ.

With this mild modification we obtain the following algorithm and Theorem 6.

Algorithm ReducedPT(f,F)
Input: a ΠΣ ∗-extension(F,σ ) of (G,σ ) with F = G(t1) . . .(te) and K := constσG which is
FPLDE-solvable;f ∈ Fn.
Output: a special(f,F)-solution(ψ, (c1, . . .,cn,g)) being reduced overG.
1. IF f1 = 0, RETURN(0, (1,0, . . . ,0)).
2. IF e= 0, compute a first-entry solution setB of V(f,G). (*Return a special solution*)

IF B= {}, RETURN( f1, (1,0, . . .,0)) ELSE takeB= {h} and RETURN(0,h).
DenoteA :=G(t1 . . . , te−1), t := te.

3. Computer ∈ A(t)n
(frac) andp ∈ A[t]n such thatf = r +p.

4. Get a first-entry reduced basis ofV(r ,A(t)(frac)), sayB1 = {(ci1, . . . ,cin,gi)}1≤i≤ν .
5. IF B1 = {} ORc11 = · · ·= cν1 = 0,

RETURN( f1, (1,0, . . . ,0)). (*NEW: return a special solution*)
6. TakeC := (ci j ) ∈Kν×n, g := (g1, . . . ,gν) ∈ A(t)ν

(frac); definef′ := ( f ′1, . . . , f ′ν) = Cp ∈ A[t]ν .
7. Definem∈ N∪{−1} as given in (23).
8. GetB2 := DegreeReductionReduced(m, f′,A(t))
9. IF B2 = (), RETURN( f1, (1,0, . . .,0)). (*NEW: return a special solution*)

10. Otherwise, letB2 = (ψ, (d11, . . . ,d1ν ,h1)) and takeD := (d11, . . . ,d1ν) ∈ K1×ν , h := (h1) ∈
A[t]1m. Define(e11, . . . ,e1n) := DC ∈K1×n and(q1) := Dg+h ∈A(t)1.

11. RETURN(ψ, (e11, . . . ,e1n,q1)).

Algorithm DegreeReductionReduced(m, f ,A(t))
Input: m∈N∪{−1}, aΠΣ ∗-extension(A(t),σ ) of (G,σ ) with σ (t) = α t+β which is FPLDE-
solvable;f′ = ( f ′1, . . . , f ′ν) ∈ A[t]νm.
Output: a special(f,A[t])-solution(ψ, (c1, . . . ,cn,g)) with ψ ∈A, g∈ A[t], ci ∈K being reduced
overG . If this is not possible, the output is().
1. IF f ′1 = 0, RETURN(0, (1,0, . . . ,0)). (*Note that here we cover also the casem=−1*)
2. IF m= 0, RETURNReducedPT(f′ ,A).
3. Definef̃ ∈ Aν as in (24).

4. GetB̃ :=

{

SolvePTRat(f̃,A) if α = 1
SolveFPLDE((−1,αm), f̃,A) if α 6= 1

, sayB̃= {(ci1, . . .,ciν ,gi)}1≤i≤λ .

IF the bases is not reduced, reduce it.
5. IF B̃= {} OR c11 = · · ·= cλ1 = 0, RETURN().
6. TakeC := (ci, j) ∈Kλ×ν , g := (g1, . . . ,gλ ) ∈ Aλ , and letφ ∈ A[t]λm−1 as in (25).
7. GetG := DegreeReductionReduced(m−1,φ ,A(t)). IF G= (), RETURN().
8. Let G = (ψ, (d11, . . . ,d1λ ,h1)) ⊆ A×Kλ ×A[t]m−1; take D := (d11, . . . ,d1λ ) ∈ K1×λ , h :=

(h1) ∈ A[t]1m−1, and define(e11, . . . ,e1ν ) := DC ∈K1×ν and(p1) := Dgtm+h ∈ A[t]1m.
9. RETURN(ψ, (e11, . . . ,e1ν , p1)).

Theorem 6.Let(F,σ) be aΠΣ∗-extension of(G,σ) which is FPLDE-solvable, let
f ∈ Fn. Then one can compute a special(f,F)-solution being reduced overG.

Proof. By construction AlgorithmReducedPT returns a special(f,F)-solution, say
(ψ ,(c1, . . . ,cn,g)). In particular, it returns a first-entry solution ofV(f,F) if it exists.
Consequently, ifψ = 0, the special solution is reduced overG. Moreover, ifψ ∈G∗,
ψ = 0 is not possible, and thus the special solution is again reduced overF. Finally
suppose thatψ ∈ G(t1) . . . (ts)\G(t1) . . . (ts−1). This implies that there does not ex-
ist a first-entry solution ofV(f,F). Thus by Lemma 4 there is a chain of reduction-
vectors (29) withfe = f wherefs is a base-vector and where the first entry infs is
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ψ . Now suppose that there is a special(f,F)-solution(h,(κ1, . . . ,κn,γ)) with h ∈
G(t1) . . . (ts−1) andκ1 6= 0. By Corollary 2 it follows that there is also the chain (30)
of reduction-vectors. However, we have thatσ(γ)− γ = κ1 f1 + · · ·+ κn fn − h.
Consequently, there is a first-entry solution(κ1, . . . ,κn,−1,γ) of V(f ∧h,F). Thus
by Lemma 2V(fs ∧ h,G(t1) . . . (ts)) has a first-entry solution. Moreover, since
V(f,F) has no first-entry solution,V(fs,G(t1) . . . (ts)) has no first-entry solution
by Lemma 2. Therefore we can apply Lemma 5.2 and it follows that there is a
reduction-vectorfs−1 of fs; a contradiction thatfs is a base-vector. ⊓⊔

Remark 4.(1) Restricting to a polynomialΣ∗-extension(F,σ) of (G,σ) in which
one can solve Problem FPLDE, the algorithms can be simplifiedfurther (compare
SolvePTPoly andDegreeReductionPoly).
(2)Also the improvements of Remark 2 can be applied to the algorithms from above.
(3) Furthermore, AlgorithmReducedPT can be refined further (and is available in
Sigma) as follows. In Line 5 of AlgorithmDegreeReductionReduced, one does not
return (), but returns( f ′1,{(1,0, . . . ,0)}). Then one can show that one obtains a solu-
tion where the degree of the extensiont is minimal. This yields an improved version
of the algorithm introduced in [57, Alg. 4.2]. Besides that,one can modify Line 5 in
Algorithm ReducedPT to find optimal degree representations oft in the numerators
and denominators using the ideas of [57, Section 5].

7 A constructive version of Karr’s structural theorem

In [27, 28] reducedΠΣ∗-fields are introduced to derive a discrete analogue of Li-
ouville’s Theorem [34]. More generally, forΠΣ∗-extensions we need the following

Definition 11. A ΠΣ∗-extension(G(t1) . . . (te),σ) of (G,σ) is calledreducedif for
anyΣ∗-extensionti (1≤ i ≤ e) with f :=σ(ti)−ti ∈G(t1) . . . (ti−1)\G the following
property holds: there do not exist ag∈G(t1) . . . (ti−1) and anψ ∈G with (31).

With Algorithm ReducedPT one can immediately check if a givenΠΣ∗-extension
(G(t1) . . . (te),σ) of (G(t1) . . . (te−1),σ) with f := σ(te)− te is reduced overG. If
f ∈G, it is reduced. Otherwise, leti such thatf ∈G(t1) . . . (ti)\G(t1) . . . (ti−1). Now
calculate a reduced solution(ψ ,(1,g)) with ReducedPT(( f ),G(t1) . . . (ti−1)). Then
the extension is not reduced iffψ ∈G(t1) . . . (ti−1). In this case it can be transformed
to a reduced one using the following lemma; see [62, Lemma 21].

Lemma 6. Let(F(t),σ) be aΣ∗-extension of(F,σ) with σ(t) = t+ f , and letψ ,g∈
F such that(31)holds. Then there is aΣ∗-extension(F(s),σ) of (F,σ) with σ(s) =
s+ψ together with anF-isomorphismτ : F(t)→ F(s) with τ(t) = s+g.

Namely, we can construct theΣ∗-extension(F(s),σ) of (F,σ) with σ(s) = s+ψ
together with theF-isomorphismτ : F(t)→ F(s) defined byτ(t) = s+g.

Example 15.Take theΠΣ∗-field (Q(k)(p)(h),σ) from Ex. 1.4 and consider theΣ∗-
extension(Q(k)(p)(h)(t),σ) of (Q(k)(p)(h),σ) with σ(t) = t+ f wheref is given
in (2). We get an improved version by using the reduced solution (ψ ,(−1/2,g))
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from Ex. 12. Equivalently, we can take(−2ψ ,(1,−2g)). By Lemma 6 we can
construct theΣ∗-extension(Q(k)(p)(h)(s),σ) of (Q(k)(p)(h),σ) with σ(s) =

s+ (k+2)p
(k+1) and get theQ(k)(p)(h)-isomorphismτ : Q(k)(p)(h)(t)→Q(k)(p)(h)(s)

with τ(t) = s+ k(k+1)ph2−2h p. Note that this map is also reflected in (32).

Applying this transformation iteratively (see [62, Algorithm 1]) enables one to trans-
form anyΠΣ∗-extension to a reduced version.

Theorem 7.For any ΠΣ∗-extension(H,σ) of (G,σ) there is a reducedΠΣ∗-
extension(F,σ) of (G,σ) and anF-isomorphismτ : H→ F.

1. Such(F,σ) andτ can be given explicitly, if(F,σ) is FPDLE-computable.
2. If (H,σ) is a polynomialΣ∗-extension of(G,σ) and one can solve Problem PT in

(G,σ), such a polynomialΣ∗-extension(F,σ) of (G,σ) andτ can be calculated.

Given such a reducedΠΣ∗-extension, we are in the position to apply the following
theorem. For a proof in the context of reducedΠΣ -fields see [28, Result, page 315],
and in the context of reducedΠΣ∗-extensions as above see [48, Thm 4.2.1].

Theorem 8 (Karr’s structural theorem). Let (F,σ) be a reducedΠΣ∗-extension
of (G,σ) with F = G(t1) . . . (te) and σ(ti) = αi ti + βi, and define S:= {1 ≤ i ≤
e|σ(ti)− ti ∈G}. Let f ∈G. Then for any g∈ F with σ(g)−g= f we have that

g= w+∑
i∈S

ci ti , with ci ∈ constσG and w∈G. (33)

This theorem can simplify the calculation of a solutiong∈ G(t1) . . . (te) of σ(g)−
g= f ∈ F dramatically: LetS= {i1, . . . , ir} and f ∈ A. Then calculate a first-entry
solution set ofV(( f ,βi1, . . . ,βir ),G). If it is the empty set, there does not exist such a
g by Theorem 8. Otherwise, the computed first-entry solution(c,c1, . . . ,cr ,w) with
c 6= 0 yields the desired solutiong= 1

c(w−c1 ti1 −·· ·−cr tir ). Similarly, parameter-
ized telescoping can be simplified using Karr’s structural theorem.

8 Conclusion

We started with a general framework to solve parameterized first-order linear differ-
ence equations in aΠΣ∗-extension over a ground field that possesses certain com-
putational properties. From there various refinements are derived yielding fast pa-
rameterized telescoping algorithms. In particular, a new algorithmic variant has been
developed to compute reduced solutions efficiently. This enables one to simplify in-
definite sums by telescoping using an extra sum whose summandis expressed in the
smallest possible sub-field. In addition, recurrences can be produced using such sum
extensions yielding shorter recurrences than naive creative telescoping. Finally, this
algorithm enables one to construct reducedΠΣ∗-extensions and to exploit structural
properties such as Theorem 8. Exactly such results give riseto even more efficient
strategies to calculate parameterized telescoping solutions.
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In [53, 59] depth-optimalΠΣ∗-extension have been introduced which refine
the notion of reducedΠΣ∗-extensions and which give even stronger structural re-
sults than Theorem 8; see [62]. In particular one can search for such an improved
ΠΣ∗-field that leads to sum representations with minimal nesting depth [60]. As
for reducedΠΣ∗-extensions this construction is algorithmically by an improved
telescoping algorithm. This has been accomplished by refining AlgorithmSolveP-
TRat in [59]. However, with the technology presented in this article it is possible
to perform this refinement starting with AlgorithmFirstEntryPT (instead ofSolveP-
TRat). This new variant (similarly as we obtained a new algorithmfor reducedΠΣ∗-
extensions) is meanwhile implemented inSigma and gives currently the best algo-
rithm to solve parameterized linear difference equations in largeΠΣ∗-fields.

The algorithms presented in this article and the refinementsfor depth-optimal
ΠΣ∗-extension are heavily exploited in ongoing calculations coming from QCD
(Quantum ChromoDynamics). In these computations highly complicated Feynman
integrals [14, 2, 1, 15] are transformed to multi-sums [16] and are simplified in terms
of indefinite nested product-sum expressions using the packages introduced in [63].
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